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How do we obtain views?
Parents’ views are collected during our regular coffee mornings and events. LPCF coffee mornings
are held bi-monthly in the following areas:- Boston, Spalding, Bourne, Sleaford and Woodhall Spa.
They are hosted by a LPCF volunteer who has been through our induction process and who is a parent
of a child with disabilities and/or SEN.
The coffee mornings are held in an informal, friendly environment where parents and carers can relax and
gain support and information relevant to their needs. For some, it is a place to offload worries and anxieties.
Others share good experiences of what works for them.
It is a time for parent to parent support and for some,
it is the realisation that parents are not alone with their
experiences, which disperses feelings of isolation.
We also have guests who are invited to inform parents
about the services they provide.

What we do with these views
LPCF volunteers gather issues that are important to parent carers and then LPCF
feed them back anonymously to service providers such as the Local Authority,
Clinical Commissioning groups and NHS Lincolnshire, to enable them to know if,
where and how services need to be improved.
This report outlines the issues raised during the report period.
Any feedback LPCF receive from service providers in response to this report will
be included on our website—so keep checking our website for more details.
Have a look at the next few pages for how LPCF Parents’ Voices are being used to effect change.

Where do service providers come in?
LPCF are the communication link between parents and service providers through which information can be
shared to and from both parties.
It is all very well and good that LPCF are gathering the views, thoughts and
opinions of parent carers to help improve the provision and delivery of
services but we rely on service providers also to feedback to LPCF about how
they have responded to parents’ concerns.
We publish their responses on our website for parents to read.
Glossary of Abbreviations
CAMHS
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services.
CQC
Care Quality Commission.
EHC
Education, Health and Care Plan.
IPSEA
A Charity that provides support.
LA
Local Authority.

Lincs CC / LCC Lincolnshire County Council.
OT
Occupational Therapy.
SALT
Speech and Language Therapy (Also S&LT).
SEND
Special Educational Needs and Disability.
TAC
Team Around the Child.
YPLP
Young People’s Learning Provision

Parents’ Voices Outcome 1
Building Communities of Specialist Provision:
A Collaborative Strategy for Children and Young People
with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND) in Lincolnshire
We have continued our involvement in the work streams relating to the proposed
strategy and volunteers have been busy evidencing the number of appointments
they have with their children and how many times the same information is requested.

Parents’ Voices Outcome 2
SENCo Project
The month of September saw the completion of our new project targeting
education settings, especially pre-schools. We are trying to reach more
parents at an earlier stage in their parenting journey. 35 settings were
visited and the interesting outcomes will be published shortly in a report in the
library section of our website.

Parents’ Voices Outcome 3
Signposting and Information Day - Navenby
In September we held our Signposting and Information Day in Navenby, which was well attended
by parents and professionals. We had 25 organisations displaying a diverse range of information
and support for parents all under one roof.

Parents’ Voices Outcome 4
LPCF 2018 Survey Results
We have been asked by the Local Authority to present the results of
our parents and SENCO survey at the SENCO briefings in November.
They are interested in your views.

Parents’ Voices Outcome 5
Getting Parents’ views heard
A member of our team attended the SEND team development day to inform
them about LPCF and our work with parents.
The SEND team commented “please pass on our thanks, your volunteer was amazingly stoic,
informative, honest and human – the team greatly valued her work with them.”

Thought from the Chair
During the recent Ofsted inspection in Lincolnshire our forum was asked to organise a
parents meeting, a chance for parents to give their views on the services they receive and
we emailed all those on our membership offering them the opportunity to take part.
This wasn’t a chance for people to get their own issues resolved or to have their own
concerns personally dealt with, it was to present the inspectors with their experiences to
give an overall picture of services in Lincolnshire.
These parents kindly gave up their precious personal time, either taking time off work or
making the long journey from the other end of the county. In my view, it was brave and
selfless to speak up in a meeting knowing that they were not there for themselves but to
represent the wider voice of parents in Lincolnshire. WE THANK YOU.
This is a key purpose of LPCF. It represents the views of others, gathered by our
volunteers and presents them as evidence to the Local Authority, Health and service
providers to help improve the quality, range and accessibility of services.
Maybe you personally haven’t got time at present to volunteer for us, but please know that
if you don't send in your views or experiences we have nothing to work with to press for
changes in services.
If volunteering isn’t your thing you can still help.
Make sure you contribute your thoughts and views,
after all nothing will change if you do not!
The best way to get your views known (and)
published in our quarterly "Parents’ Voice" is to use
the "Your Say" page on our website, but if you prefer,
an email or letter will be fine. (N.B. we also gather
feedback from Facebook where relevant).
Also, if you have had excellent service from a worker,
volunteer, school organisation etc. then please
nominate them for our Excellence Award - please see
website page.
Fortunately our recent recruitment drive has encouraged a number of potential volunteers
to come forward to further the aims of our charity.
It is greatly appreciated as without our volunteers we would not exist.
Pease consider this - if all of our members told us what they thought once a year we
would have 2000 views to feedback to service providers. Just a thought!
Our volunteers gave an enormous amount of voluntary time to LPCF last year,
which can be seen in our Annual Report.
Last year they travelled 17,724 miles attending 269 meetings and gave 3062 VOLUNTARY HOURS.
Thank you!

LPCF Parent Feedback Systems
The key role of LPCF is to gather parents’ views and after collation and analysis,
ensure service providers and agencies etc. are aware of the views of the LPCF membership.
As well as periodic, targeted surveys and gathering case studies,
which are reported on separately, LPCF listens to the
Parents’ voices of its membership via a range of methods including
LPCF “Your Say” web submissions, Coffee Events, Email, Telephone and other meetings.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page, events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone , Facebook
Signposting and Information Events, County Coffee mornings and workshops.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

SOURCE KEY: CM - Coffee Morning and Locality e.g. Boston, FB – Facebook, YS - Your Say web page

Education
2 parents have applied for their EHC plan and done it themselves before the dead line. (CM Boston)
Parent felt the primary school (part of a 3 school academy) failed her child and so home schools.
Now wants to look at Special schools and has visited them. (CM Boston)
Parent had a primary school age child who had High Functioning Autism who had problems in mainstream
Primary but has now settled into St Lawrence. (CM Boston)
One parent reported 3 schools had failed her child and the SENCO at the Secondary school started in
January then retired from the post about 3 months later hence no joined up communication from the
relevant parties. The new reluctant SENCO new into the job held a meeting with the parents with LIAISE
after being informed Ofsted and local MP may be involved. (CM Boston)
Governors need training on SEND. (CM Boston)
Parent has had an EHC Plan turned down, Secondary school not supportive and said that they had SEN
provision in place but over the years had not had much input but had provided sporadic help but on the
other hand saying the child doesn't need support as happy at school and doing well.
This is the opposite to how parents perceive the child who hates school and is struggling and when the
child gets support improvement can be seen. The parents have more meetings with the Head /SENCo.
Might consider a different placement. (CM Boston)
Parent reported meeting for EHC plan has happened. (CM Bourne)

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Education continued
Healthy Minds good, not long enough only 6 sessions, but picked up area of difficulty, told school to refer
to paediatrician just waiting for school to do it, been 2 months so far still not done. (CM Bourne)
Early years support worker- fantastic- referred by doctor (Stamford) for mental health assessment. (CM
Bourne)
Health worker- understanding, referred to doctor (CM Bourne)
Parents enjoyed the visit from Russell (Designated Clinical Officer) nice of him to share what’s going to be
happening in SEND. (CM Bourne)
Parent discussed transitions from pre-school to primary and the sooner you get the support in place the
better. (CM Spalding)
Specialist dentist – parent did not know how to access. (CM Spalding)
Parents don't like parent course wording - support is better. (CM Spalding)
Parent reported SENCo from Spalding Parish very proactive in supporting parents and notifying them
about LPCF Coffee mornings. (CM Spalding)
Annual reviews: some parents feel their views not valued and professionals have the chat and parent just
sat there. (CM Spalding)
My son was allowed to wear ear defenders for the whole of sports day. (YS)
A Secondary school in Spalding seems unaware of how EHCP's work and how to transfer between
schools. Also unsure if any children at the school have an EHC? (YS)

Making parents’ views and voices heard with service providers

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Health
Need early diagnosis with Paediatrician as waiting for one results in not getting the right DLA element. Still
waiting for Paediatrician appointment . (CM Boston)
Went to a workshop on challenging behaviour-originally it was £25 but as there was no interest it was
free. Didn’t find the workshop beneficial. (CM Boston)
Training: parents need to access training/support to help them with their children. Even better if it is
through school as it ensures consistency and joined up working. What is out there? (CM Boston)
Health worker- understanding, referred to doctor. (CM Bourne)
Hereward practice is brilliant worth waiting a month to see if I have to. (CM Bourne)
We have experienced two Paediatric assessments both of which have been poor:
little communication, poor people skills, I felt I had to lead the meeting and asked a million question to get
anywhere. I would go as far to say it was wishy washy at best.
Both of us left the assessment perplexed and deflated.
Following second referral we received paediatric report which had 6 major errors in.
I have put our complaint in writing to the Paediatrician in question and also to PALS.
We just don’t want other parent/guardians to experience what we did. (YS)
Still have not been called by the Doctors’ surgery for a health check for my daughter. It has been ages. (YS)
Facebook - Article entitled
“When your child is struggling can your GP help? ”

I wish I'd had this years ago! After 10 years of mental health issues and being knocked back by
CAMHS for over three years, my daughter is finally getting to see the medical professional she needs
later this week. It has been an almost daily battle and both she and I are exhausted!
Facebook Conversation Promoting CAMHS Consultation

We need to complete this!!

I know too many parents who need to also!

Completed

Bet they still don’t take any notice!! I’ve done mine

Probably won't, they haven't so far!

Thanks! Completed this, and had a great deal to say!

Can't wait to fill this one in!!

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Health continued
Facebook Conversation .
 Hi all. My son has a number of additional needs - his ASD diagnosis came as a result of a referral to a
Paediatrician from our GP. Various agencies that support him had suggested a dyspraxia diagnosis may
be worth exploring. The GP we saw (not our family GP, unfortunately) said he 'didn't know anything
about it and didn't know who to suggest'. I'm sure our own GP and other agencies would be more
helpful, but can anyone suggest a good way forward with this? Thank you.
 My sons were diagnosed (eldest, 26) by an Educational Psychologist and 20 year old by the Physio who
did an assessment for the Paediatrician.
 I asked this question a few weeks back. It’s the community Paediatrician that diagnoses.

Making parents’ views and voices heard with service providers

Transport
Facebook Comment


Wheelchair / Mobility Travel
I'M CONFUSED ??
A recent trip to London by train and then taxi was an eye opener.
Can anyone please explain why London black cabs have a simple pop out ramping system built into
their cabs, however even modern trains require you to book, have a ramp brought to the carriage
etc. PS the ramps in Kings Cross were locked and only usable by staff.
Thankfully there seems to be hope as St Pancras has a raised ramp platform which allows level
access to carriages designated for wheelchair access.
That got me thinking - why are all platforms not at carriage level? SOOO Simple .......
And it would have the additional benefit of not having to hump luggage up and down as you get on
and off - hence supporting people such as the elderly or those with children in pushchairs etc.
It seems we can get a human to the moon with pinpoint accuracy but seem incapable of making
common sense changes to allow wheelchair users access on to a train carriage without a palaver.

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Leisure
Facebook Conversation

There is caravan at Chapel St Leonards, between Skegness and Mablethorpe - run by Scunthorpe
charity Magic Moments for Autistic Kids. The caravan is available to any family affected by disability
or illness.
Two weekend breaks in the school summer holidays have become available this year.

A Facebook page with photos etc https://www.facebook.com/MagicMomentsCaravan/ can be
contacted through the page, via email or by phoning Rachel Ely on 01724-761373 or 07742-565382.

Have stayed there, great caravan!

Making parents’ views and voices heard with service providers
Police
Good- referred us for early help. (CM Bourne)

Liaise
Good, helpful, great support. (CM Bourne)

Making parents’ views and voices heard with service providers
Core Assets
Parent had good experience and was disappointed the service will be no more. As in the past they have
had good experiences with services and then they have stopped. (CM Sleaford)

Local Offer
Why do parents not know about it? (CM Boston)

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Benefits - PIP / DLA etc
PIP form is way too onerous to complete - need help completing as depressing. (CM Spalding)
Facebook Conversation

Hi. My adult son has been awarded 0 points for PIP.
We need to do an MR but I'm doubting my abilities! Is there any support available to do this?

Got my forms here if any help. Unfortunately otherwise helped by a friend who lives in Manchester .
Maybe ask LPCF?

Carers First can put you in touch with someone.

Search for The ESA, DLA, UC & PIP SURVIVAL GUIDE in the Facebook search bar. They are awesome
at this.

Thank you! I will be spending some time looking into all these this week, much appreciated x
Facebook Conversation

Hi my Autistic son’s DLA is due for renewal soon. Does anyone know of any help available to help me
fill in the forms? Thanks

http://www.cerebra.org.uk/.../guides-for-parents/dla-guide/

This is very helpful.

Thank you, I’ve printed this off. Would have preferred to sit down with someone though x

https://lincolnshire.fsd.org.uk/.../fsd/service.page... These may be able to help or point u in right
direction.

Bracebridge community library has someone you can sit down with, on Newark Rd.

Citizens Advice Stamford.

https://carers.org/partner/carers-first-lincolnshire The benefit advisor Paul or associate can support or ring

Contact - https://contact.org.uk/.../claiming_dla_for_children.pdf

I’ve rang Contact & didn’t get much joy x

CAB were helpful and Carers First.

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

LPCF
Facebook Conversation about Max Cards being distributed to Parent / Carers

LPCF are in the process of getting them and will inform how to obtain via FB & our website.

Having just read the latest email, I actually think it's incredibly unfair that ppl HAVE to attend an out
of town event on a certain date to be in with a chance of getting a max card... All those parents that
are already attending appointments with their child/ren that day, those that can't drive and get out
to villages, those that Home Ed, etc. etc. surely putting all members into a draw would have been
fairer. Suddenly feel penalised for being a parent carer, and even more isolated than already felt .


Really sorry that you feel the way you do LPCF Volunteers have worked hard to obtain grant funding to source a limited number of Max Cards
for distribution to parents.
Unfortunately, those who provide grants always have conditions or criteria to be satisfied, as well as
financial limits.
It might have been wonderful to issue each family with a card- however grants are limited and we
obtained funding for a limited number.
Your point about doing a random draw was considered initially but when we applied for funding we
identified that the cards would be distributed on a basis of "increasing recruitment of members" and
"members active engagement".
Additionally your point about those who do not drive or are isolated is noted and common to many
parent carers who are members.
Hopefully you will therefore see why we have chosen the Signposting Event to release an initial
batch of Max Cards.
Each registered member who attends will be offered a card - so it is not a matter of chance - sorry if
there has been any confusion.
The Trustees and Volunteers, in considering the distribution decided against a draw style
distribution as:a. Cards may be provided to individuals who do not want or need one
b. The issuing of the cards was always intended for face to face distribution as postage costs would
have required additional funding or a reduction in the cards available.
Like you, our volunteers working at the event are parent carers who will have had to travel and will
have had to arrange their lives and that of their families to try and help our members gain some
useful information and enable them to meet with service providers.

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

LPCF
Facebook Conversation after Signposting and Information Event

Lovely morning gathered lots of useful information - Thank You.

Got some really useful information. Thank you.

Got some helpful information this morning, thank you.
Speaking from my own experiences as a parent carer and professional who has also done some
volunteering!
Still impressed with Parent Carer Forum but wonder how they keep going when they get criticised by the
very parents that they are trying to help.
Their information is fantastic and it is clear that they are dedicated to helping change that supports parent
carers. Read their annual report about how many miles they do and the voluntary hours they give. I only
wish I had more time to help them, - perhaps in the future?
Being volunteers does not put people above criticism but REALLY - LPCF spend voluntary time and effort
to get grants to purchase Max Cards to distribute to parents to help them out with discounts on a range of
activities.
Perhaps parents need to consider, what if these people gave up volunteering and just looked after their
own families - where would parents be?
I'll tell you - they'd be left without anyone to organise events, coffee mornings and get grants for Max
Cards etc!
Have any other groups working with parents sourced funds and offered to distribute Max Cards in
Lincolnshire?
The response to the lady on FB about the distribution of max cards was very measured and
explained fully how and why the cards were being distributed.
LPCF like all organisations I'm sure are not perfect, but they are at least doing something to help
people with SEND children.
.
My challenge to people is simple, GET INVOLVED and do something positive to help.
LPCF must have read my thinking as I see they are recruiting new volunteers - let’s hope all those negative
people stand up and volunteer. (YS)

LPCF Parent Feedback
Comments from our “Your Say” web page and events such as Coffee Events, Email, Telephone etc.
Parents can comment on anything; positive or negative and about any
agency or organisation they have had experience of that affects their family life.

Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Parents
Early Bird parenting courses are really good. The book is very useful and the course was fantastic. It was
in a different county but would encourage anyone to sign up for it. In our old county it was accessed
through Sure Start. (YS)
Facebook Conversation

Do you think we could learn not to be offended by people who are observing and processing that
people are different? Children stare to learn, when we see adults do it we call them rude, but it's
society that says it is rude. Staring (intently watching) is one of the best ways to learn about
something that is different to us. Are manners just another way to make us conform? That keep our
kids behind closed doors. People will ignorantly judge that which they know nothing about, but
judging their manners just makes the whole situation even worse. I'm learning to let it go.

Yes you do learn to let it go & get a thicker skin as our children get older. I celebrate all the positive
achievements however small- this staring is just a small fraction of the bigger picture & lots of
other factors & protecting our children.
Facebook Conversation
Did you know??

The Specialist dental team in Lincs can be found at
https://communitydentalservices.co.uk/our-services/lincolnshire-dental-services/

There is an additional page about additional needs
https://communitydentalservices.co.uk/our-services/lincolnshire-dental-services/additional-needs/

They have clinics in Spalding and Boston.

Referrals are apparently only from a Dental Practitioner - but they have a number and email (Call:
0333 207 5992 info@cds-cic.nhs.uk) and you could always just contact them and ask advice about
where they think is the best place to start with your problem.
Facebook Conversation

Hi everyone, does anyone know any parenting workshops (how to manage and support children
with autism or ASD or ADHD etc). Regards

Lincoln ADHD

Triple P stepping stones parenting course at children centre .
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Good to Excellent

Mixed or Moderate

Poor or unsatisfactory

Government Blue Badge Consultation
Facebook - Follow up to (further comments)
“It’s Time for the UK to Expand Blue Badge Access for Hidden Disabilities” by Care2.com







Many more Autistic people will qualify for a blue badge when new rules come into force.
It may be good news for those with Downs, Autism, Mental Health and other hidden disabilities.
(N.B. hidden disabilities were already allowed to hold badges - a past partner had one due to a
hidden disability).
However, it may also be not so good news for those current badge holders.
The changes do not require any change to the number of disability bays provided so potentially the
same number of parking places for potentially double the badge holders.
The devil will be in the detail of how local authorities assess the need to have a badge.
I will watch with much interest in the outcomes...
I’m sorry this is not good.
The BB scheme is for people with mobility issues not for people who don’t. There are very few
disabled spaces and I’m sorry but physically fit people do not need these spaces. My son is autistic
but no way does he need a BB space, my friend’s daughter is Downs and she agrees—why does her
daughter need it as she is fit and well enough to WALK?
I have a BB myself as I am disabled and need the extra space to get out of the car and to use a
wheelchair. On many occasions I’ve come straight home as there are no disabled spaces available,
is this fair that someone who is in fact FIT parks in a BB space depriving someone that actually
needs one. No thought has been given to this.
It’s all about ,we mustn’t upset people just give into these groups and let them have what they
want and not what they actually need, forget the people who really need these spaces and if like
me would give anything to be fit enough to walk.
Interesting
I can see the part where you equate the ability to walk with being fit and the knock on
consequences of the potential increase of BB holders.
...
However, current rules do allow for hidden disabilities where people can walk but are very limited
such as heart disease, COPD, some circulatory disabilities etc.
...
Personally I agree with your basic premise that BBs should be only awarded to those who have a
real need to be able to have special access arrangement - let’s hope that the Local Authorities who
administer the BBs have Solomon's wisdom in making their judgements. (Apparently each LA
interprets the rules differently - they are not absolutely fixed in their assessments).
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Good to Excellent
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Government Blue Badge Consultation - Continued
Facebook - Follow up to (further comments) Continued
“It’s Time for the UK to Expand Blue Badge Access for Hidden Disabilities” by Care2.com





Did you make your views known when they were consulting? (LPCF did promote the consultation
on our website and Facebook)
P.S. your view will get to LCC as your point above will feature in LPCF's quarterly round up of
parents’ views in its Parents’ Voices report July-Sept.
I’m glad LCC will see this
I’m in complete favour of hidden disabilities having BB but only if it effects their mobility as you say
COPD, heart disease etc.

It’s not ALL bad - LPCF Awards Nominations.
From 1st July - 30 December we would like you, as parents
to nominate professionals or teams of professionals who
have gone above and beyond for you and/or your child.
Who is your star person or organisation?
Have they given you extra support?
Are they attentive with your child?
Do they deserve recognition?
Do they think outside the box and come up with wonderful ideas?
It could be a SENCO, a teaching assistant, someone from the Local Authority,
a team of occupational therapists, a social worker, a volunteer or voluntary organisation.

Our Coffee Event Hosts Rachel, Caroline,
Coralie, Carol & Michelle.
All of our hosts are parents and carers of children with disabilities and Special Educational Needs
and bring with them their own experiences of the challenges they meet on a daily basis.
Most of the volunteers started with us by attending one of our coffee mornings
and their profiles can be seen on the team page of our website.

Thank you
To everyone who kindly took the time to give us their honest opinions.
As Lincolnshire’s Parent Carer Forum we believe that families should be
involved in any decisions that affect the lives of their families.
The voice of the parent carer and the voice of the child
are key to providing good quality service.
Please keep your views coming in. You can use our “Your Say” page, email us
your thoughts, feedback to our representatives at your local coffee mornings,
Facebook or leave us a message on our answer phone.
Use our LPCF Award system for professionals and or organisations
who have provided outstanding services to you and your family.
To nominate please see the home page on our website.

Making parents’ views and voices heard with service providers
Contact Details: To find out more about LPCF coffee mornings, events
and activities, please use the email address or phone number below.
If you phone, please leave a message and we will return your call.
Website: www.lincspcf.org.uk
Email: admin@lincspcf.org.uk
Address: LPCF, PO Box 1183, Spalding, PE11 9EE
Tel: 07925 232 466 (leave a message)
To subscribe to the Monthly Lottery Club,
use our website (fundraising page) or email admin@lincspcf.org.uk.

